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Abstract: It has long been considered crucial to develop decision support systems
that aid fighter pilots achieve their goals. Such systems often require automation
of tasks formerly performed manually by the pilots, in situations characterized by
huge amounts of (possibly uncertain and incomplete) sensor data and contextual infor-
mation, time-pressure and dynamically changing tasks. Thus, careful investigations
must be performed so as to develop such systems that provide accurate support for
their users. This paper reports on the findings concerning research within the field
of human-centred automation as well as presents empirical results concerning the ap-
plicability of automation guidelines when designing information fusion based support
systems in the fighter aircraft domain.

1 Introduction

The implicit aim of most information fusion applications is to support their users when

performing tasks or making decisions (see for instance [Bos06, BFSL99]). This is high-

lighted by the introduction of the level 5 of the JDL model (cognitive refinement) where

emphasis is put on successful interaction between the information fusion system and the

human operator to improve the decision making process [HM04]. Since the 1980’s, there

have been several efforts to improve the pilots’ execution of their tasks, mostly through

the introduction of different support systems. This trend is anticipated to be prevalent also

in the future of military aircraft – in pace with the introduction of new, improved sen-

sors and weapons, additional support must be provided to the pilots in order for them to

achieve their goals and perform their tasks in a domain characterized by large amounts of

(possibly uncertain and contradictory) data, high physical and mental workload as well as

enormous time-pressure. Furthermore, additional complexity is added through the intro-

duction of extended teams consisting of both manned and unmanned vehicles that must

cooperate. In [EHNF10], the challenges and opportunities for developing a threat evalua-

tion decision support system that automatically evaluates and prioritizes threats in a fighter

pilot team setting is presented. However, decision support systems often incorporate fully

automatic or semi-automatic functions that take over all or some of the tasks formerly
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